














































































































































Another ５， Different ２､5, Foreign Ｊ７， Other Ｚ２
Have ４５
１Ｆ齠






Desire 24， Fond 37,  Like､59, Want 127,  Wish 131
BIG 夕, Great ４２
Dynasty ２ ， Era 31,  Fare34,  Hire 46, Generation  40,
Pay  76, Price  82, Proceeds &?, Proxy  84, Time 115,




Altar ４， Table Ill,  Terrace113,  Trestleｊ招
ＨＥＡＤが αｊ£scourse  45， Text 113,  Theme114,  Thesis114
Cardinal 13,  Essential31,  Primary inゆθ,勿?zぽ 密，
Prime s2 ， Principal thing  s2， Principally  82
Rhubarb 夕２
Average  7, Generally  40, In tht?Main ｅ ， The Most  pa河
原, Mostly  67, Nearl Υα／／認
Lassitude ５z， Lifeless 59, Tire ｊ拓
Carpenter 13












Subdue 108,  Suppress ７仞


































































































Consequence ｊ夕, Great  conseqiu?７２ａ!42, Importance ５∂，
Great  Matterａ
Important 50, C :ｙ Moment ｇ ， Momentous  66,
Serious  98, Weighty ｊ２９
Make  much が62
Idolize  48
Important ５∂











Retreatが an army 92
Confront 18,  Face３ ， Opposite ２
Toward  116
7?２ Relation to 89, In  Respectxθ夕7, Respecting 夕j，
To  116, Toward ｊ跖
Wealthy Ｘ･erson 128 　゛
Consequence ｊ夕, Essential 31,  Importance５∂
Important 50,  Material ａ， （:ｙ Moment 硲，




Unessential 122,  Unimportantｊ２２
Of no  Account ２
Great  consequence 42
Make  account が’ｇ
Make much of 61 ?，£砂Stress。 n 108




Bold io, Brave  10, Courage ２∂
About ｊ， Average ７， Generally  40,。鈿 沽召 Main 62， The
ＭｏsＴ夕αrt 67, Mostly ６７， NearlΥ all 68, For  the most
Part  75, Usually j24


































































































Gale 40, Hurricane 45, Storm  107, Tornaix　７７７
Typhoon ７２θ
Peace  76
ＢｏＡｓＴ 夕, Brag  10, Vaunt ７５




Flambeau  36, Torch ７拓
Negligence  69, Remiss  90
Nobleman  69, Prince  82?
Face  to face 33
Interview  54
Ambition ４
Resign  office 91
Magnanimous  62
Sun 7 仞
Level  59, Plain  79, Tranquil 117
Level  59
Flat  36, Level ５夕, Plain ｚ９， Quiet  86
Even 31,  Plane79
Uneven ｊ認
Level  59, Quell  86, Reduce  to subjectio ?z慂 ，ＳｕＢＤｕＥ ７昭 ，
Subject 108,  Subjugate 108,  Suppress ７仞 ，
Tranquilize 117
Briefly ｊ７， Compendiously 17,  Concisely 18,
Generally  40, 乃･i the Main ｅ ， The  Most 夕αが 矼 ，
























































































Continual ﾌﾀ, Incessant ５７， Permanent ７，
Perpetual 77,  Unceasing120,  UN INTERMITTING120
Perpetually 77,  Unceasingly120
Constantly  19
Unceasing 120 , Unremitting ｊ３
Perpetually ｚ７， Unintermitting ｊ２２
ＨｏＬＤの146, Hold  out 46, Suffer 109,  Support ｊｊθ
Insufferable ５４， Insupportable ５４， Unbearable 120
Cease ｊ３， Cut Ｑが22, Fail  33, Imperishable 120
Immortal  49, Unfailing ｊ２２
Oval ｘﾖ
Throw  Down ２ｚ， Overthrow 74,  Prostrate 84,
Throw dow η刀５
Graceful  42, Supple ｊ仞
Fall  Down２z， Fall Ｊ４， Tumble ｊｊ夕
Threaten  to fall 115
Area 5 ， Income ５ｊ， Proceeds  83, Resources  91,
Revenue  92
Falcon Ｊ４， Hawk  45 　，ヽ
Hoop ４ｚ
Dear  inかice 22, Expensive J2 ， High 46, Honorable ４ｚ'
Lofty  60, Loud ６ｊ， Noble  69, Prominent S3･
Valuable ｊ５
Aloud ４













One  Another ５， in Concert  18, Each- other 28･
Mutuallyα nother 72, RECIPROCALLY  88
Alternately ４
Differ ３， Disagree ２５， Dislocate 26, Disobey 26,
Unlike ｊ芻
Unbroken 120,  Unfailing ｊ２２
Tillage ｊ杤









































































































Cultivate ２ｊ， Farm  34, Plough SO, Till ７７５
Uncultivated 121
Not  Conformto 18, Violate ｊ５
Hawking ４５
Aloud ４




Pride  82, Vanity ｊ２５
Arrogant  6, Haughty ４５， ＬｏＲＤＬΥ61, Pompous  80,




Fortune お, Precious 81,  Riches 92, Treasure ｊ招
Value ｊ２５
Valuable  thing  ｊ２５
Collect  16, Swarm Ill
Cascade 13,  Cataract13,  Water-fallｊ留




ＥχASPERATE Ｊ２， Excite 32, Kindle  56
Fuel Ｊ
ＢｏＩＬ夕
Dwelling ２ ， Residence  91
ＢＯＩＬ夕, Burn u,  Cook20, Enkindle30, Igniters,
Kindle  56, Put  on the fire 85
Carry  in the bosom 13, Cherish ｊ４， Clasp ７５， Embrace  30,
Hug ４Ｘ， Take  in theのms  112
Class j5 ， Kind 56, Sort  104, Species  104
Incomparable ５ｊ
Unequaled 122,  Unexampled122,  Unpalalleledｊ２?
Abound ｊ， Abundant ２， Copious  20, Great  Deal ２２，
Great  in nu附加r 42, Many Ｇ ， Much  67, Multitude  67,
Plenteous ７１?， Plenty  79, Superfluity 110,  Too many
j瓦
Oracle Ｚ２， ぷvine Revelation  92
Contrive ｊ夕, Invent  55





















































































































Adroit Ｊ， Artful ６， Artifices, Clever  16, Craft ２ｊ，
Ingenious ２ ， Skill  101, Trick ｊｊ∂
Skillful j ∂ｊ





Stock  (supply) 107
Accumulate ２， Amass ４， Heap  up 45, Hoard  46, Lay  in
58, Lay  up 58, Put  up 85, Stock  107, Store 107,
Treasure 118
High  46, Stature ｊ磚
Over  the head ( 面 砂 ）７３
Bamboo ７， Reed  89
Fungus  39, Mushroom  68, Toad-stool 116
Much  67, Quantity  86, Rate 87
Hobby-horse  46, Stilt  107
Peg  76
Raging  86
Courages, Ferocious ５ ， Fierce Ｊ５， Furious J ，
Rapacious S7 ， Valiant ｊ２５





Foreign  count り37
TELLだ > others 113
Utter j24
Excuse  32, Pretence  82, Pretext  82
Sure 刀θ
Certain ７４， Firm お, Indubitable ２ ， Safe  94, Sane  95,
Stable 105,  Steady 106,  Strong ｊ認
Precarious  81, Uncertain 121
Problematical  83
Undoubted 121,  Unerringｊ２２
Certainly ｊ４， Indeed 51, Positively  80, Safely  94,





Caution 13, Prudence  84






































































































Improvident 50,  Imprudent ５θ，ＩＮＣＡＵＴｌＯＵＳ郛
Thoughtful 115
Circumspect ｊ５， Prudent  84
Evade 31
By  Surprise Ill
Boot  10
Fond 37,  Like 59
Different 夕＆ａ? 25, Elsewhere Ｊ
Childish ｊ５
Shock  99, Stagger 106,  Wince  130
Fill up a ch がy汕?刀砂 石, Make  up a deficiency ･ 心 ，
Recruit  89, Supply どzｊがIciencyり 仞
Crane ２ｊ
Cast  out 13, Dismiss 26,  Eject Ｊ ， ＥＭＩＴＪ ，ＥｘｃＬｕＤＥお ，
Expel Ｊ２， Expend  32, E χport  33, Furnish  39, Give-: out
41, Let  out 59, Offer Ｚ７， Out  73, Produces?,
Protrude  84, Put 力疔 h 85, Put  01が85, Giv む?Vent to 125
Withhold 131
Aid Ｊ， Help ４５， Salvation  95, Succor 109,  Support ７仞
Saviour  95
Helper  45
Aid J ， Assist  6, Deliver Ｊ ， ＥχＴＲｌｃΛＴＥ 眉 ，ＨＥ凵八／５，
Preserve  82?, Redeem  89, Relieve 90, Rescue  91, Rid  92,
Save  95, Succor 109,  Support ｊ仞
ＣＡＲＲＹ 加績 e hand  13, Participate 75
Take  Part 加 乃, Participate  75
Ask ５， Ｅχplore  33, Hunt  48, Inquire  53,
Interrogate  54, Question  86, Scrutinize  96, Se ΛRCH  97,
Seek 夕Z
Question  86, Scrutiny  96, Search  97
Dusk  28, Twilight ７７９
Freely  39, Gratis ４２， Gratuitously  42, Merely  64,






Brimful ｊ７， Fill 35
Battle ８， Conflict  18
Fight 35, To ma ゐe War ７２Ｚ
Combat 17
７ｂ加 at Each  oth四恩 , Fight  Together ７拓
Hack  43













































































Smite 102,  Strike 108,  Tap 112
Cross ２ｊ
But 11
Correct  20, E χACT Ｊ２， Honest ４Ｚ， Honorable ４７，
Proper  84, Right  93, Truthful ｊｊ夕, Upright ｊ２４
Incorrect ５ｊ， Unfair j22
Propriety  84
Orderly Ｚ２， Properly Ｓ４， Truthfully ｊｊ夕
Probity  83
Ascertain ６， Decide ２２， Define ３ ， Examine  32,
Investigate ５５， Try ｊ扨


































Close  16, Fold ＸＺ， Shut j卯
Adrift ２， Suspense Ill,  Tossed117
Curse ２ｊ， Judgment  56, Scourge  96
ＢＬＥＡＲ-ＥＹＥＤ夕
Inflamed ５２， Irritate ５５， Sore 103
Character ｊ４， Quality  86
Dizzy 27， Swoon no,  Vertigo ｊ邵
Forthwith 38,  /１１ Once 71




Forthwith Ｊ８， Immediate ４夕, Instantaneous ５３， In a
Moment  66
Sudden ｊ磚
Immediately ４夕, Straightway 107,  Suddenly ｊ磚
Walk  to andか卵２７
Relapse  89
Ostrich Ｚ２
Fareぷ t, Freight Ｊ
Dragon ２Ｚ
ＧＥＴαａ･のり0, Rise  93, Set  out (on a jotの2砂 ) 98, Shoot
(が a bud) 99, Spend time ｣104, Stand 106,  Standing ７郤，
Start 106, To get  Up ｊ２４
Abstain ｊ， Break 10, Cut Ｑが22, Discontinue ２５，
Evapolate 31,  Exterminate 33, Leave ｑが丁認, Sunder ｊ卻
Cut ２７













































































































Learned  in 58
Gangreneが the feet 40
Importunately ５∂
Valuable ｊ２５
Honorable ４７， Invaluable ５５， Noble ｅ， Precious 81




Prefer  82?, Prizes?, Regards, Respect 夕1, Revere 92,





Buckler 11,  Shield 99
Height ４５， Length 58, Row  94, Upright j24
Just ｇ









Build jj， Close 16, Constitute ｊ夕, Delegate ３ ，
Enact  30, Erect  31, Evaporate 31,  Institute５４，
Locate  60, Make  62?, Nominate  69, Ordain ｚ２， Produce 83,
Raise 86, Rear  88, Set  up 98, Shut  100, To lift Up ｊ２４
Location  60
Foment ３７
Although ４， Evenび 31, Though ｊμ
Portfolio  80
Figure J5， Illustration 49
丿硲ｙ Example 32, For  Instance53, Supposing j仞
tatoye-banashi Fable お, Parable  75
tatoyeru　　　　　Elucidate Ｊ･ Exemplify 32,  Figurative Ｊ５， Figure お，








































































































Illustrate ４夕, Suppose jj ∂
Grope ４Ｊ
Shop 100,  Tenement 113
Case 13,  Shelf  99
Renter  90, Tenant が α 劼 心ｅ 113




House-rent ４Ｚ， Rent  90








Barm ７， Ground ４Ｊ， Inducement ５２， Ingredient ２ ，
Leaven  58, Matter  63, Origin ２ ， Seedﾀﾌ, Semen  98,




Delight ２ ， Enjoyment  30, Felicity Ｊ４， Gt-EE 41,
Happiness ４４， Joy ｇ ， Pleasure ７１?
Unhappy ｊ２２　　　　　　　　　　ヽ
Enjoy  30, Pleased Ｚ９




Take  Advantageが 3, Apply ５， Ask 6, Beg Ｓ，
Beseech Ｓ， Confide 18,  Crave２ｊ， Depend ２ ， Invoke ５５，
Pray  81, Put か74がin 85, Rely  90, Request  91, Solicit jの，
Stay 106,  Supplicate no,  Trust ｊｊ夕
Unsolicited ｊ３
Unasked 120
Hopeful ４Ｚ， Reliable 90









































































































Journey  56, Travel  lis
Travel ｊ招
Stranger ７昭
Hose 47 ， Sock ｊの, Stocking  107
Start  on a joiり刀砂7 砺
Frequent Ｊ ， Occasionally ７７， Often ７７， ＲＥＰＥＡＴＥＤＬＹ 仞
Sojourner ７の, Traveler 118,  Wayfarer l 夕
ＣｕＥ冫 。
Beguile 8,  Cheat  14, Circumvent ／５，ＤＥｃＥｌｖＥご ，
ＨｏＡχ46, Seduce  97, Trick ７紹
Chiefly 15,  Generality 40, Likely 5.9, Majority ｅ ，
ＮＥＡＲＬΥall 68, Perhaps 戸戸，ＰＲｏＢＡＢＬＹ 沼
Overeat  73
Aliment Ｊ， Diet 24, Feed3</, Food ｊ７， ＭＥΛT  64,
Nourishment 70,  Provision  84, Victuals ７２６
Eat Ｊ ， iMess65, Take ルθｊ 112
Feed Ｊ４





Ball ７， Beads, Bullet  11, Gem  40, Jewel ５５， Shot 仞θ，
坦召ｄθ鵬Stone  10ｱ
Occasionally Ｚ７， Rarely  87, Seldom  97






Amaze ４， Astonish ６， ＳＴＡＲＴＬＥμ竡
Egg ２夕
召詞ｙｄ Proof  83













































































Ghost  41, Maxes ｅ， Soul ｊ硯
Beguile ８， Cheat ｊ４， Circumvent ｊ５， Deceive ２ ，
Delude ２ ， Dupe 28, Fool Ｊ７， Gull 4J， Hoax  46,
Hoodwink 47 ， Illusive 49， Impose on 50, Overreach  73,
Play upon  79， Swindle ７刀, Trick ｊ紹
ＦＡＩＲＬＹお
Infrequent ５Ｊ， Occasionally ７７、 Rarely  87, Seldom  97
ＧＩＦＴ刀
Stagnant ｊ師
Dumb  28, Mum  67, Mute  68, Hoiど/肋£?Peace  76,




People 77, Subject ｊ昭



























Offering 71, Tk みigs offered in Sacrifice  94
Offer ７７， Sacrifice 94
Ring-worm  93
Barrack 7,  Camp ｊ２
Garrison  40
Encampment  30
Relation s3, Sake  95
Conduce 18,  For３Ｚ， 力２ Order to 72
Impolitic 50,  Noxious 70,  "Unfavorable 122,
Unwholesome ｊ２４
Propitious  84, Salubrious  95, Salutary  95,
Wholesome ７匐
Useless 124,  Vainｊ２５
Gasp  40, Sigh j 卯
Case  13, Custom ２ｊ， Example  32, Instance  53
ＵＮＥχAMPLED ｊ２２
Essay ３ｊ， Probation  83, Trial ｊ招




Doubt ２Ｚ， Falter 34, Hesitate  46, Indecisive 5j。
Linger  60, Pause  76, Suspense Ill,  Vacillateｊ５
Indecision ５７， Scruple  96, Waver ｊ認
Accumulate ２， Amass ４， Catch ??iin~ water 13。
Collects, Point so
Point  80










































































































Continue j夕, Hold out 46, Keep  56, Last 5z，




Cut Ｑが22，ＥχTERMINATE  33
Easy ２９
Easily 29， Facility 33
Languid 5z
Hesitate^, Suspense Ill
ＦＡＬＴＥＲぷt, Scruple  96, Vacillate 125,  Waverｊ２
Slacken  101
Communication 17,  FriendＪ， Helper 45,
Information ２， Message 65, News  69, Opportunity z2 ，
Reliance^, Tidings 115,  Word131
71z加ＡＤｖＡＮＴＡＧＥがＪ




Complete  17, Qualified  86
Apostatize ５， Perdition 77
Bedaub Ｓ， Besmear 夕, Daub ２２， Smeared  102
Languid ５Ｚ， Lifeless ５夕
Drop ２Ｓ， Hang down 44,  Let ｊθＸも･n 59, Run dow 双舛
Drop  28
Holly  46
Barrel Ｚ， Cask 13,  Firkin 36, Keg  56
Bung-hole 11
Adequate ２， Enough  30, Qualified  86, Satiate  95,
Satisfy  95, Sufficient ７卯
Satisfaction  95
Dissatisfied  26, Unsatisfied ｊ２
Arrear ６， Defect ３
Scantily  95
Deficient ２ ， Imperfect  49, Inadequate  50,
Incompetent ５ｊ， Insufficient ５４， Scanty  95, To be  Short
が100,  Undeserving 121,  Unequal122,  Unmeritedｊ３ ，
Unsatisfactory ７３ ， Unworthy 124,  Wantｊ２７
Slack  101

























た わ む れ る
た わ め る






























































































Loose 6j ， Remiss SO, Slack j θｊ
Loose 6j ， Neglect 69, Relax 89 ， Remiss  90
Loosen 6j
What/･ erson  129, Who 130, Whom  130
ＡＮＹ夕ｇ巧on 5,  Everyゐ ody 31, Whoever 130
Every  body 31
Whose ｊＪθ
Nobody  69
Residuum 91,  Sediment９７










Amusement ４， Diversion 27， Frolic Ｊ９， Joke 56･
Mirth 砧, Play ３， Prank 81,  Sport105, Trick ｊｊ∂
Amuse 4･ Divert ２z， Facetious お, Frisk 39･ Gambol 如’
Jest 55･ Jocose 56,  Play 79,  Romp  93, Sport ｊθ5･
Trifle 118
Bend s
Flexible  36 　卜
Pliable ７１?
Bag ｚ･ Sack  94, Straw x 叨ir j認
Red-lead  89
Field お










Implore ５θ, Petition  78, Plead ７９， Supplicate ｊｊθ
Passionate  75




Paris ⅢONER  75
























































































































召ｙ Degrees Ｊ ， Gradation  42, Gradually ･･ ／?， Step  by
Step ７砺
Abound ７， Copious  20, Gre どZy Deal ご ，ＧＲＥＡＴ 加 ，μ切沾匹
42, Many  63, Much  67
Lord  61, Master Ｇ ， Parishioner  75
Lordly 67
Satiate  95




Cloth ５， Piece-goods  78
Elastic Ｊ







ＢＬＥＥＤ夕, Draw  blood  2Z， Let blood 59
Earth ２夕, Land ５Ｚ
Diminutive ２５， Less 59, Little  60, Minute  65, Petty  78,









































































































Dwindle ３ ， Lessen 59
Smallness  102
Ability 7 ， Capacity ７２， Faculty  33, Intellect ｊ貳
Part 75, Reason  88, Sagacity ５， Shrewdness ７叨，







Close  16, At  Hand,μ, Near 68, Nigh  69
Soon ７θ?
Ready ｚｔ'の夕8/ , Short  roどzどyj叩
Recent ／加zＧ 田
Difference ５ ，ＤｌｓｃＥＰＲＡＮｃＹ(ママ) 25, Disparity 
Ｊ･
Distinct  26, Diverse 27 ， out of Joint  56, Wrong  132
Swear Ill,  ＴＡＫＥ の? θど7th 112
Affirm Ｊ
Conjure  18
Differ ５ ， Disagree ２５， Dislocate  26, Incorrect 
ｊ７'
Unlike ７Ｊ
Ａｃ(⊃URATE ２， Correct Ｊ
Nearly  68
Feelings Ｊ ， Sensibility  98




Approach ５， Associate  6, Draw  nigh 27 ･ Near  68
Unapproachable 120
339
Near-sighted  68, Short-sighted  100
Approach ５， Come
 near  17, Draw nigh  27･
Get near 41･
Near  68
Ability ７， Energy 30, Force 37,  IncentiveMight  65･
Power  81, Reliance  90, Spirit 105,  Strength７昭･
Vigor 126, Virtue 72∂
Powerful Ｓ７
Strain  107
Deject ２?， Discourage ２５
ＥｘＥＲＴ回六ｇぴお
Cheer ７４， Inspirit 53






























































































































Stirrup  leather 107
Globe ４ｊ， World 131
Sphere  104
Domain ２７
Foster-brother ３ ， Step-brother  107




Beast Ｓ， Brute 11
Flight  36
Abscond ｊ， ７'ｂ run  AwayＺ， Decamp ２２， Desert  24,
Elope ２夕, Flee 36, Run α乙vay 94
Vapor  of blood  ｊ５
Late  inごoming 57
Wisdom 130
Lettuce ｇ ， Salad  95
Disgrace 26, Dishonors, Ignominy  48, Indignity ５２，
ＲＥＰＲｏＡｃＨ夕l, Shame  99, Stigma  107
Consanguinity 18,  Genealogy  40, Line  60, Lineage  60,
Race  86
Hereditary  46
Banquet Ｚ， Feast Ｊ４
Late  and ear,か57, Slow and fast 102
Delay ２
ＢＬｏｏＤＹ夕, Ensanguined  30
Father ｊ４
Milk  65, Tit j跖
Milk  65
Nurse 70,  Suckle ｊ卯
Delay ２， Late ５７， Tardy 112
Contract  19
Parent  75
Contract ｊ夕, Shrivel ｊ叨
Lessen  59, Shrivel ｊ叨
Constrict ﾌﾀ, Contract ｊ夕, Narrow  68, Shrink ７卯
Subterraneous 瓦り
Hesitate  46
Corrugated  20, Curl 2i, Frizzled Ｊ




































































































































Little  by little 60














Hoax  46, Trick 118
Tea-grounds 113
Take  a seαX 112 　ゝ
Eldest son 29,  First-born  36, Oldest ＳθS 71,  Oldest
Son j 磑
Arrived, Clothe  16, Come ｊ７， Dress ３ ， Wear 128
Clothe  16, Dress ２， Wear ｊ認
Lineal,  desce耐 勿 沽ｇ祓たst son 60







Bugle U,  Horn４７， Trumpet ７ｊ夕
Tea-cup 112
Resin  91, Rosin  93, Tar 112
Correct  20
Orderly Ｚ２
Amidst ４， Amongst ４， During ２９， Mean  64, Medium ｇ;
341







































































Midst  65, Within 131
Mean  64
Space 104, Vacuity ７５
Recite  88
Loyal  61









































Outer  darkness  73
Middle ６
Midsummer ６
cこ5MMENT 17,  Note７θ
Palsy  74
Fidelity Ｊ５， Loyalty ａ， Patriotism  76, Trusty ７汐







Fidelity Ｊ５， Patriotism  76
Faithful serv どint 34, Patriot  76
Tell 113
Inform ２ ， Report  90





During  28, Midst  65
Midwinter  65
Half-done  44, Half-way  44, Midst  65
Medium quality 64,  Middling ６
Go-between ４７， Intercessor ５４， Introducer ５４， Match-
MAKER Ｇ， Mediator  64, Middle-man  65, Umpire ７Ｊ
ＭＩＤＤＬＥ両多ｊ 邸
Tiffin ７杤


















































ＤＡＹの td night 22
Slay  102
Neutral  69









































































Town 117,  Wardｊ２７
Chief  14, Principal Ｓ２， Long  60
Bed-curtain Ｓ， Curtain ２ｊ， Record 88, Register  89








Chime ｊ５， Chord ｊ５， Harmony ４４， Impulse  50, Tune ｔｊ夕
Discord ３






Apex ５， Summit 109, Top ｊ拓
ＷＡχｊ２
Privy  83, Water-closet 128
Grow  43
Live  long t辺
COREA  20
Accept ２， Let me have 59, Receipt  88, Receive  88
Receive  88
Make  up a sum が 規θ刄砂１?
Long ay?ｊ Ｓ加結 仞



































































































































Citizen j5 ， People ﾌｱ, Populace so, Townsman ７７７
Adz Ｊ
Evenど 2nd. odd  31
Chronic-disease j5 ， ＬＯＮＧがckness 60
Enchantment  30, Incantation ５θ
Convenient  19




Long life 60, Longevity  60
Day-book ２２， Ledger 58, Record  88, Register  89
ＳＥＴゐX4ﾉﾌZ加α必y 劼池 沼
ＳＥＴゐ von inαday book 98
Set  dc以m in a day book 98
Hear  45, Listen  60
Long night 60
Drill  28, Parade  75
Drill  28, March ｅ
Mockery  66








乃ｘαMoment  66, Shortly ｊ叨
Dot 27, Jot 56, Point  80, Speck  104
Speckled ｊθ4
To stand on Tiptoe ｊ跖
Handbill  44
Disband 25, Dispel 26, Disperse 26, Disseminate  26,



















































































































Flicker Ｊ６， Flutter 37
Flicker 36, Flutter ３Ｚ， Glimmer ４ｊ
Sparkle 104
索　 引　 編 345
Glimpse ４ｊ
Glance ４ｊ








Diffuse 25, Scatter^, Scattered 96, Spatter ｊ砺，
Splash 105,  Strewed ｊ昭
Love  talk 61
Love-sick  61
Love  lette?Love-letter ａ
Dog ２z
Fare Ｊ４･ Hire 46, Pay  76, Price  82?, Toll ｊ瓦･Wages 127
ＥχTINGUISH お
Speak  to。ne's  Sgびｊ∂４
Dwells
Narrate  68, Relate Ｓ夕, Stated
News  69























































































































First  Dayof the mo がyZコ, Firstday  of the month 36
Toward 117,  Upon124
Allude ４
Convenient  19, Occasion ７７， ０ＰＰＯＲＴＵＮＩＴＹ ご ，０ＲＤＥＲ Ｚ２
Advert Ｊ
At  last  6， In the End 30, Eventua 凵-v 31, Fix ΛLLY  35, At
Last ５Ｚ， Long-run  60, Ultimately  120
Never  69
Banish ７
Consume  19, E χpend  32, Misspend 55, Prodig ΛＬ町 ，
Profuse &?, Spend 104,  Squander  105, Wasti リ Ｊ








Currentμ sage  2j
Way ｊ芻
Communication ｊ７
Cane 12, Staff  105, Stick  107, Walking-stick ７２Ｚ
Brace  10, Hand-breadth  44, Prop 84, Stanchion ７砺，
Support ｊ仞
Bank Ｚ， Grave ４２， Haft 44, Hillock  46, Mound  67,
Tomb ｊ拓
Commissioner  17, Delegate ３， Emissary 30, Envoy 31,
Errand 31,  Messenger 65, Use ｊ２４











































































































Apprehend ５， Arrest  6, Capture ｊ２， Catch ｊ３， £砂
Hold  of 46, Lay 加 旧が 58, Take 112,  ＴＡＫＥ 加yｊ が 拈?，
Take up 112
Grapple ４２
Clutch  16, Grasp 42 ， Gripe  43, £碍･ＨｏＬＤが 46, Lay hold
of 58,  Seize 夕7, Take  in 丿加fingers 112
Overwork ７４， Tire ｊ拓
Weariness ｊ２
Overfatigue Ｚ∃
Faint  33, Fatigue Ｊ４， Jaded ５５， Tire 116, Tiresome ｊ拓。
To  Undergo,  or  suffi.?ｒ面 面z麗?121, Wearied ｊ２ ， Weary ｊ２
Indefatigable ５７， Unflagging ７２２
Delegate ３ ， Dispatch Ｊ ， Lay  out 58, Present  82,
Remit  money 90,  Send  98
Month  67, Moon  67
Halo  aroun どi th(?moon 44
Wa  xing αηどZ z4/αning がthe moon 丿認
catamenia ｊ３， Menses  64
Expression Ｊ ， Style ｊ磚
Contiguous ｊ夕




Associate ６， 瓦･gゆCompany 17,  FellowshipＪ５，
Intercourse ５４　　　　　　’Ｉ
Unsociable ｊ２
to stab Each  othび２
Moon-light  67
Collision  16, Impinge  50
ＥχPIRATION  33
Spurn ｊ硲
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One  afte穴 加 必ｚｇ ｚ２
Pop-gun  80
Perforate 77, Pierce through 78,  Run ／／びongh 94, Thrust
throuiがz 115,  Transfiχ 117
Impenetrable ４夕








Immortal ４夕, Unexhausted  122, Unfailing ７２
Adhere ２， Against Ｊ， Along ４， Applicable ５， Arrive ６，
Belong ｓ， Catch ｊ£sease  13, Catch fire 13, Cleave  16,
Come 17,  Concern18,  Contact 19, Haunt  45,





Peck  76, Pertain 77,  ７１７ ＰｌｃＫ(がick) 78, Pierce  78,
Prick  82, Punch  85, Push  85, Shock  99, Spear m,




7:'our In 50, Tcリ)θμ?" Out 73, Pour 81
Annex ５， Append ５， Cement 13,  Connect 18,
Engraft  30, Graft ４２， Ingraft ２， Inherit 53,
Inoculate ｓ ， Join 56, Lengthen  58, Patch 乃, Piece  78,
Splice 105, Succeed 109,  Weld ｊ３
Desk 2･i, Table Ill
Consume ｊ夕，Ｅχhaust  32, Spend  104
１ＮＥχHAUSTIBLE ２， ＵＮＥχHAUSTED ｊ２２
Utmost ｊ２４
Attentively  6
Propitiation ｓ４， Ransom  87, Reparation  90,
Satisfaction  95
to make  Amends４， Atone ６， Commute ｊｚ。
Compensate 17,  Ｅχpiate  32, matをe Good ４２。
Indemnify ５ｊ， Make α聊召?z心 銘, Make  good  ｅ， Make
砂α loss  6･2， Recompense 58, Refund s3, Reimburse ≪9 。




































































































Darn ２２， Dress 28, Restore 夕ｊ




Artificial  flowers  ６
Production  83
Fable  33, Fiction  35
Build 11,  Compose17,  ｃｏＮslsＴがj 夕, Construct ｊ夕，
Create ２ｊ， Cultivate ２ｊ， Dress28, Fabricated･
Farm Ｊ４， Fashion 34, Grow ( rice &c) 43, Make  62,









Tale-bearer 112,  Tell-tale113
To tell  Tale112
349
Take  advantage が112
Supplement  10
Artificial nose 6
Advert ｊ?， Annex ５， Apply ５， Besmear 夕, Charge ｊ４･
Enrol  30, Enter  in aゐook 30, Note 冗), Paste 75･
Put  85, Record  88, Register ８夕, Set 98, Stick jθＺ
Affi χ 3
Dip 25･ Immerse 4 夕, Macerate ｇ， Pickle 78, Soak ｊ磑･
Steep ｊ蒔
Announce ５， Inform Ｓ， Instruct ５４， Narrate  68･ Ｇ鈿召
Notice  70, Propose  84, Relate Ｓ夕, Reveal  92, Say  95･
Speak ｊひ4, State 106,  Tell 113
Aggregate Ｊ， Amount ４， Commodious ｊ７， Convenient ｊ夕，
Sum 109 , Total 117
乙 匸‾,--
350 つし～つほ






















































































































Bale 7 ， Bundle 11,  Case13,  Pack７４， Package  74,




Bundle ll, Cover  20, Envelop Ｊ７， Incase 50, Inclose ５ｊ，
Include ５７， Put up 85, Swaddle Ill,  Wraiリお




Assemble  6, Collect  16
Duty ３ ， Ministry 砧, Office ７７， Service 98
Attend  6, Diligent ５ ， Discharge α夛ｎ功rice 25,
Engage 30, Minister ６ ， Officiate ７７， Serve 98,
Wait upon 127
Cable j2 ， Hawser  45, Rope  93
The ca かなhas  PART6?ｊ 乃
Rope-maker  93, Rope-making  93
Halter  44
Connect  18, Hitch  46, Link  60, Tether 113,  Tieｊ杤
Rope-dancing  93
Common 17
Anomalous ５， ＥχTRAORDINARY  33, TRANSITORY ７招，
Unusual ７２４
Every , 嵒ｙ 31,  Habitual 43, Ordinary Ｚ２
Usually ７２４　　　　　　　　　　　　，
Commonly 17,  Habitually 43
Horn ４Ｚ
Collect  16, Gather  40, Grow  mo 肥 房∂かが む，
Increase 57 ， Levy 59, Wa χ 7芻






Detail ２４， Minutely  65, Particularly  75
Break  10, Destroy ２４， Ruin 94
Lumpy  61
Grumble  43, Murmur  67, Mutter  68
Bankrupt Ｚ， Fail 33, Ruin  94

























































































Memorial  64, Tradition ７７７
Descend  24, Propagate  84, TraditionΛ 1.11ア，
Transmit ７招
Awkward ｚ， Bungling ７７， ｃＬｕＭｓＹ Ｍ ，ＩＮＥｘＰＥＲＴ 認 ，
Unhandy 122,  Unskillfulフヨ
Clay ７５， Earth ３ ， Grounds, Land ５７，ＭｏＲＴＡＲ 矼
Soil 7 の
Subterraneous 7 四






Courses, Series 98, Succession 7 磚
Peck  76, ToPicKist たん) 咫
Consecutively  18, Contiguous  19, Continue  19,
Succeed 109 , Succeeding 109,  Successive 7 磚 ，




Connect  18, Continual  19
Azalea z
Care  13, Caution 13,  Discretion 25, Precaution ｓ７，
Prudence  84, Vigilance ７芻
Overcautious  73
Careful  13, Circumspect  15, Considerate  19,
Discreet 25, Heed  45, Provident  84, Prudent  84,









Prop <34, Stanchion ７硲
Frugal  39
Economy Ｊ



































































































Feel Ｊ４， Finger Ｊ５
Stumble 108,  Stump 108,  Trip ｊ招
7bsだind on  Tiptoeｊ拓
To hold up th 召Skirt  101





Stop  107, The  Sum が 涜召附ぶter 109, Ultimate  object or
end 120, Ultimately 120
Clog  16, Lessen ５夕, Shorten 100,  Shrink 100,  Stop  107
.Crime ２７， Guilt 4?, Offence Ｚ７， Penalty  76, Sin  101,
Transgression 117,  T RESPASS7招
















Commit ,ｸｶ 田゙卵7, Sin 101, Trespass 118
Condemn 18














OVERLADE Ｚ?， Overload 73
Burden  ll, Load  60
Cargo 13
Invoice  55
Convict^, Criminal ２ｊ， Malefactor  62, Prisoner  83,
､ i , . ,
…
…… , ｣ . : : ･ i ; I ･ , I I : ･ , . : , . , l j ; . 1 . 2 ﾝ
ヴ . 5 ｡ I I . .





























































Sinner ioi, Transgressor ７７７
Penance  76
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ＰＡｃＫｱ４
Pinch Ｑが 78, Pluck  80, Pull  84, Spindle  105
Accumulate ２， Contain  19, Deposit 24 ， Freight ３夕, Get
together 40,  Heap ４５， Hoard  46, Hold  46, Ladeα ship 57,
Lay  in 58, Lay up 58,  Load  60, Put Store 107,
Stow 107,  Treasure 118






Claw ７５， Hoof ４ｚ， Nail ６ｓ， Talon 112
Plug  80
Stuff ｊ磚
Cold 16, Cool  20
Abridge ｊ， Charge α gun 14,  Choke ｊ５， Close  (a.) 16･
Close  (v.) 16, Contract ｊ夕, Dock ２z， Lessen ５夕, Pack ７４，
Pinch  78, Plug  80, Shorten 100,  Stuff ｊ昭･Tuck ｊフタ
Calculation ｊ２， Conjecture  18, Design ２４･ Intention ５４･
Mean ６４， Meaning  64, Mind  65, Notion 70,  Purpose  85,
Reckoning  88, Sentiment  98, Sup かOSITION 110,
Thought ７μ
tszmori-gaki　　Estimate､?j　　　　　｀.
tszmori-szgiru Overestimate Ｚ?、 Overrate Ｚ９
tszmori-chigai Ｍ】SJUDGE 66









Calculate ｊ２， Compute 18,  Counts, Estimate３ｊ，
Forecast Ｊ７， Presume  82, Reckon  88, Suppose 110,
Swell Ill,  Think114
Bright ｊｊ， Brilliant ｊｊ， Glisten ４ｊ， Gloss 4j ， Lustre ｇ ，




Acute ２， Durable^, Fierce ３５， Furious 3 夕, Great  in
degree ( αs必 ve, &c) 42,  Hard  44, Intense 54 ， Keen ５６，
Mighty  65, Potent  81, Powerful  81, Severe  98,
Sharp  99, Strenuous 108,  Strong 108,  Tremendous 118,
Vehement 125,  Vigorous126,  Violent 126,  Virulent ｊ３
Might  65
Fast J4 ， Manfully ６２， Mightily  65, Powerfully  81,
Roughly  94, Severely  99, Sharply  99, Soundly ｊ碣，
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Fury  39, Severity  99, Strengti 口卵，ＶＥＨＥＭＥＮｃＩリＪ，
Violence ｊ邵
Invigorate ５５
Grow  more violent 43, Increase 57 ， SｗELL Ill,  ＷＡχ 7ぶ
Countenanced, Face 33, Surface ７仞，VlｓＡ(;lリＪ
File  35, Row  94
Cruel ２７
Feature J4
71リ)lact?in a Row  94
String 108, Thread 115,  Run Through with α/かでど7j
(string) 115
Arrange ６， Draw up 27, Rank  87, To place in a Row  91
Icicle  48
Change  of mom ひ> 14, Cramp ２７， Fishing 36
Balance ７， Equilibrium J7
Poise SO, Symmetrical ７７７












Spasm  104, Twitch ７釼
Angle ４， Contract  19, Hang  Down２Ｚ， Fish 36, Hang  44,
Pendent  76, Suspend 777
Sword ７７ｊ
Hang down 44
Glib  41, Smoothly  102
Pick  78
Well  Bucket７７厂Well  bucket 129
Copulate^, Heat(o/α nimals) 45
Companion ７７
Cruel ２ｊ






























で< 接 助 〉
で あ う



























































































Arm ５， Corps 20, Device 24,  Forearm37,  Hand４４，
Handle  44, Party  75, Plan ７９， Scheme  96,
Squadron  105, Style 108, Tendril 113,  Wile130,
月のid  Writing  132
Unmanageable 123,  Unrulyｊ２
Ungovernable ７２ ， Unmanageable ｊ２， Unruly ｊ２






At ６･ By j2， By Means  of 64, With 131
Devoid ２４， No 69, UN 120
Encounter 30,  Happen  44, Hit upon 46
Feel Ｊ４， Reach 87,  ＴＯＵＣｌ一口17
Equipage 31,  Equipment31,  OutfitＸ?， Preparation Ｓ２･
Provision  84, Supplies ｊ仞
Equip Ｊ７･Fit out 36, Furnish  39, Provide  S4, Supply ｊｊθ













Careful  13, Civil 15, Civility ｊ５， Courteous  20･
Delicate  23, Genteel  40, Neat  68, Nice  69･Tidy ｊ巧
Polite  80, Spruce ７硲













































































































Bucket ｊｊ， Pail 74, Water-pail ｊ２
Vengeance ｊ２５
Just ab。 冖・Ｇｏ・ 冖７
Concubine ｊ８
Handcuff^, Manacle ６２
Banknote ｚ， 召'ank Bill 夕, Certificate ７,／， Note  70,
Pass  75, Passport ７５， Ticket ７７５
Handcuffs, Manacle ｅ
Epistle 31, Letter ５夕, Note ７θ
Heroic  46
Drop ２Ｓ
Adversary Ｊ， Enemy  30, Foe 37
Hostile ４７
Crop ２ｊ， Produces?, Yield ７Ｊ２
On  Hand  44, Ready  made 87
Complete ｊ７， Done ２Ｚ
Unfinished ｊ２２
Capricious ｊ２， Conceit 18,  FreakＪ ， Imagination  49,
Sudden ? ２θだon 109, Whim ｊ３
Emergency  30, Fancy Ｊ４
Drown  28





Hostile 47 ， Resist夕1, Set one?'s seび,覃α鈿琵飴，
'χWithstand 131
召it the Mark ｅ
Fit Ｊ∂
Suddenパ ekes 109
Eruption 31,  Pustule 85, Sore  103, Ulcer ｊ２θ
Incompatible  me ぷcine! ５ｊ
Able ｊ， Accomplish 2 ， Afford Ｊ， Can ｊ２， Capable ｊ２，
Complete 17,  Do2Z， Effect ２９， Enable^, Finish 35,
Make 62,  Perform７７， Produce &ﾖ, Succeed 109, to car り･
Through  {accomplish) 115
がI could I  Wouldゐit 132
Did 24， Wrought ｊ２
Not  Ableｊ， Cannot ｊ２， Fail 33, Impossible  50,




ふ　 ，… …_ ＿ ＿










































































































Unable 120, Unsuccessful 123
Omnipotent 71
Skill 101, Workmanship 131
Workmanlike 131
Skillful ｊθｊ









Ｓμfだng the  Hand ４４
０力e's ow ﾌ２ Making ６１２
Home-made ４７
Height ４５， Summit ｊ四
Domestic  manufacture 27 , Home-made ４z， One's o四ｘ
Making  62, αde by Selfﾀﾌ
Feel ぷt, Touch 117
Disciple ３ ， Follower 37,  Pupil 85,  Scholar 96,
Student ｊ磚
Enter school 30
Salt-cellar  95 　ヽ
Fellow-scholar Ｊ５’
Interrupt  54, Obtrude ７７
Handcuff‘ 44, Manacle ｇ
Meddler  64
Intrude ５５， Meddle ６４
Pastime  75
Scribble  96
Balustrade x ， Handrail^, Rail 86
Home-made  47
Palmistry  74
7b ＆ ル岶･OutGzs α黠･ｇ,･,φ痂夕x)z∃
Agent ３， Factor ａｌ?， Vice-agent ｊ謌
Start  onαjournり･j郤
Artifices, Device2-･ i, Expedient Ｊ２， Plan ７９･ Plot z9･
Schemed, Trick ｊｊs厂Wile jjθ
ＱがHand ４４， Impromptu ｇ， ０ＦＦ-＆ztzｊ 71, Talk at
Random ∂7
A good  Shotｊ卯
357






























































































na h'to ni ata-
ｒ６ mo shirenu
Reach 87,  ReadΥat hand 87
Iron ５５
Sheet-iron  99
Eating  with the FingerＪ５
Gridiron  43
Domestic  m のuifacture 27,  Home ＭＡＤＥ ｊ７
Deposit  mon り24,  Earnest  mon 砂 Ｊ
Penetrate  76, Pierce  78, Thrill 115
Help ４５
Helper ４５
Aid Ｊ， Assist 6 ， Cooperate ２θ，ＨＥＬＰ･j5，ＳＥｃｏ ＮＤﾘｱ
Support ｊｊθ
£end a  Hand ４４
Rail-road  86
Kettle ５６
Fire  Arms ５， Artillery ６， Cannon ｊ２， Fire ＡＲＭｓ ｊ５，
Gun  43, Matchlock ａ ， Musket 68, Pistol  78, Rifles?
Cannonade ｊ２
ＳＴｏｃＫが a gun ･ 仞z




£~)on't fire the gun, you Might shoot somebody ･ 莇

























Handwriting  44,£earning  PenmansⅢp 76, Writing 132
Writing master･j２
Break  10
























































































































Napkin ６Ｓ， Towel 117
kitchen  Knife５６
Project  ing 砲助k83
ＤＥχTEROUS ２･1
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召/・Z47 1加Nose ｇ劭1 加西 igers 69
Acme ２， Climaχ16, Culmination ２ｊ， Height ４５，
Summit ｊθ９
Active ２， Adroit Ｊ， Dexterous ２４， Handy ４４
Handily ４４
Flambeau  36, Torch 116,  Guide ４､?, Introducer ５４






ＱびHandφ i, Impromptu ５θ, Off hand  71, ７;!ilk at
Random 87
Copy  20, EχAMPLE Ｊ２， Models, Muster ６Ｓ， Paragon  75,
Pattern  76, Sample  95, Specimen 104
EχEMPLIFY Ｊ２





Delay ２， Linger 60, Loiter#?, Procrastinate S3,







Any ５， Even 31
Poor  80
Reach Ｓ７， ＲＥＡＤＹが hand 87
Relapse  89
Javelin  55
Hot  springs  4Z
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ヽ -
Hatchet ４５
Buddhist TEMPLE 11,  Monastery 66, Temple ７紹
Writing school 132
Enlighten  30, Illuminate 四, Light  59, Shed light  55,
Shine  99, Shining  99
Bright 11,  Lucid６ｊ， Luminous ６ｊ
Come  out 17, Depart ２ ， Emanate Ｊ ， ＥχUDE 33, Go
Forth  38, Get  out 41, Go ルガh 41, Go  oμX 41,  Issuej5，
Ooze Z2 ， Out Z3， Proceed &?, Project^, ProtrudeS4,
Radiate  86, Rise  93, Spring  105
Egress 29
で乃be Out (がα hous 。）Ｚ?
Firmament  36, Heaven ４５， Sky 101
Celestial 13













Elf ３， Goblin 41, Hobgoblin  46
Leprosy  59
Verbal message  j芻











Contagious disease  ｊ９， Hereditary ｊ£seas召妬
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Tax 112
World 131
Farm ３４， Field ５ ， Ground ４３， Land ５７， Plantation ７１?











Alter a Prescription ａ２
Vagabond ｊ２５
Tradition 117,  Traditional reぼipt 117, Traditional
doctri夕les 117
Sampan  95



















Door ２Ｚ， Leaf が αゐθΓＳ
wo hameru　Hang αゐ の･召
Whetstone ｊ２９




































Degree ３ ， Time 115
Immoderate ４夕
Question  86
Conduit 18,  Gutter 43, Troughjj夕
Prompt  83, Quick  86
Hone ４Ｚ， Whetstone ｊ２９
Cross-question ２ｊ， Examine  32, Scrutinize  96























ど う い ん
ｰす る
と う ぉ う〈 植 物 〉
ど う ぉ ん
ど う か























































































































Ask  6, Inquire ５Ｊ， Interrogate ふ/, Question  86
Like ５夕, Same  95
ＢＯＤＹ夕, Trunk ｊｊ夕
Church ｊ５， Hall 44, Temple ｊ髟
Justice  56, Philosophy  78, Religion  90, System ７７／
Way ｊ認
Copper ２∂
How ４Ｚ， What n忽 nner･ｊ３
Mean ｇ
Why 130
What £s the Matter? Ｇ
How  can?, or  Howshall  ？ ｊ７， Why ７泗
召ow Shall t ｊθfび)泗
Any how 5, Any  Way７芻
Like minded 59, Like-minded  59, Un ΛNIMOUS 120
Shampoo  99
Gamboge  40
in Concert  18, One Consent  19
Oblige ME ７∂
Fellow-scholar ５， Fellow-student  35, School Mate  63,
ＳｃＨｏｏＬ-ＦＥＬＬｏｗ％，ＳｃＨ００Ｌ-ＭＡＴＥ％
Religiousゐook 90
Cayenne PEPPER 13, Cayenne  Pepper 77
ＰＡＬＰＩＴＡＴＩＯＮ 召
Throb 115
Chum ｊ５， Inmate ２
Fellow-minister ５
Apparatus ５， Arms ５， Furniture  39, Gear  40,




Climax  16, Culmination ２７， Height 45, Summit ７磚
Cock-fighting  16
Buffoon  11, Clown  16, Harlequin  44, Jester ５５
Comic 17,  Humorous 48, In Jest ５５
ＢＯＩＬＥＲ夕






































































































































Fellow-citizen  35, Fellow-countryman  35
Brewer ｊ７
Now 70,  Present Ｓ２， ｊりｒ the Present Ｓ２， Temporary ｊｊ∂
Modern  66
Winter  Solstice103, Winter ｓθなだぽ7 昶
Hot  Spring j 郎
Fellow-soldier Ｊ５， Together 116,  With 131
Simultaneous ｊθｊ
Boy  10, Child ｊ５， Lad ５７
Hot  springs 47
Pilgrim  78




０坩?Consent  19, Constable ｊ夕, Like  mindet ﾂﾞ痩 ，
Unanimous ｊ２∂
Equipage 31,  Retinue 92, Train 117
Due ２ ， Natural  68, Proper  84, Right  93
Ditto ２Ｚ
・Oblige ME ７∂
Brigand ７７， Robber  93, Thief 114
Lamp ５７
Arrival  6, Come 17
Arrive  6
While  in the w 砂j2 夕
At  last 6, Eventually 31,  Finally 35, At  Last５Ｚ
Fellow-traveler  35
Go w ぶz47
Chief j4 ， Commandant 17
Squash ｊθ5
South eど 2St  j∂4
This  Yearｊ２
Equals Ｊ７， Fellow  35, Peer  76
on~watch(  Off)刀 , On  Watchｊ２
Fellow-servant  35, Fellow-traveler ５
Go  with 41
Copperplate  20, Cり/φ歔･Plate ３
Lemon-oil ２
Animate  being 4
Tremble 118
Present  82, For the  Present82, Temporary 113
Equal  quan だが６ Ｊ７
Same  sta彪 巧
East ３





















ｰに か な う
ｰに そ む く
と う り ゅ う
ｰす る
と う り ょ う
ど う る い
ど う ろ
と う ろ う〈動 物 〉
ど う わ































Corn 20,  Maize ６２
Indian-corn ５ｊ




































































Colleague  16, Fellow-minister  35
Alike Ｊ， Identical^, Similar 101, Uniform  122
Equal 31,  Invariable５
With one  Accord2
Greedy 42
Arrive ５， Come 17
Dissolute  26, Profligate  83, Reproach ９７
Rake  86
Knapsack 56, Satchels
Cause 13,  Doctrine２z， Justice 56, Ma χIM ｅ，
Morality  67, Philosophy  78, Principle &?, Rationale 87,
Reason  88, Right  93
Unnatural ｊ２
Unreasonable ｊｚ?
Rational ｓ７， Reasonable 88
Unconscionable 121
ＢｏＡＲＤ夕, Remain  90, Sojourn 103,  Stay  106, Tarry 112
Foreman ３７， Overseer ７;ｊ
Accomplice ２
Passage  75, Road  93, Way ｊ芻
Mantis  63
Religious discour ･s６ 卯
Dilemma ２５， ＰＥＲＰＬＥχITY z７
Tenfold 113
Tem 113







Distant  26, Estranged 31
Aloof ４， Keep at aぷsたmce 56
Always 4 ， Constantly ｊ夕, Continual ｊ９， Unceasing ｊ２θ

























































































pass Through 115,  Transmit118
Unceasingly j 邵
Indirect ５２
Lookout 6j ， Scout  96
Spy-glass 105,  Telescope 113
Long  Shotｊ叨
As 6 ， Class j5 ， Like 59,  Manner 63, Mode  66, Pass  to
αnd fro 75,  SORT 104,  Street 108,  Way  128
According  to 2
Thorough-fare 114
Go  throng 力41, Pass 75 ， ７ｊ Pass 勿 乃, Percolate tz ，
Permeate z7 ， Pervade ２７， Through 115,  Go Through 115
Passenger z ５
Past  75
ｙθｇ May not 64
7ｂ&?X Pass 乃









Convict-  20, Criminal  21, Malefactor ｇ ，
Transgressor 117
Censure ｊ４， ＲＥＰＲＯＡＣＨ 夕i, Reproof 夕ｊ
ＢＬＡＭＥ夕, Chide ｊ４， Criminate ２７， Rate 87,  Rebuke 88,
Reprehends, Reprimand 夕l, Reproach 夕% Resent 9i,
Scolds, Twit jj 夕, Upbraid ｊ２４
Sharpen  99
Sharp voice ?泗
Acute ２， Pointed  80
Point  80
As ６， Chance ｊ４， Conjuncture ｊ８， Date ２２， Hour ４Ｚ，
Instant ２ ， O'clock 刀, Period 77, Point so, Seasonﾀｱ ，
Time 115,  Whenｊ２夕, While j29
The だ坩ｇ£Ｓ Up ｊ２４
Sometimes  103
Premature  82?，０功 がSeasonﾀﾌ, Unseasonable ｊ２
Untimely ｊ２
Unfashionable ｊ２２
Improve  the opporh 。tity 50
Cock-crowing  16, Crow 2j
一 一











と き あ や ま る
と ぎ か わ
と き ご と
ｰに
と き と き
ｰに
と き ど き
ど き ど き
と き の こ え
ｰを あ げ る
ｰを つ く る
と ぎ れ る
と き わ
ｰな る
と き わ ぎ〈植 物 〉
























toki-ayamaru　Misconstrue  66, Misinterpret  66
































Sometimes 7 磑，だの?ｙ Time ７拓
Palpitation  74
Huzza  48, Shout ７叨








Goodness  42, Honor ４ｚ， Virtue 126
Comb 17,  Comment17,  Construe 19, Decipher ２２，
Define Ｊ， Develope ２４， Disentangle 26, Dissolve  26,
Illustrate  49, Loose  61, Melt ａ， Ravel 87,  Resolve 91,
Run  {metal) 94, Solve 103,  Thaw114,  Uncoil７乱
Undo 121,  Unfasten７２， Unlace ｊ２， Unravel ７Ｊ，
Untangle ７３， Untie ７２， Unwind ７２４
Inexplicable  52
Uncombed ７２ｊ
Elucidate Ｊ ， Explain 33, E χPOUND Ｊ
Early ３， Promptly s3, Quickly  86, With  Speed ７陶，
Speedily ７碍，
Burnish ｊ７， Furbish 39, Hone ４Ｚ， Polish 80, Scour  96,
Sharpen  99, Whet  129
Bane Ｚ， Deleterious ２ ， Poison 80, Venom ７３ ， Virus ７邵
Harmful  44, Hurtful  48, Injurious  53, Noisome  69,
ＮＯχious 70, Pernictious 77,  Pestiferous 78,


















































































































Adept ２， Customer ２７， ＥχPERIENCED Ｊ２， Proficient  83,
Speciality 104,  Tact 112,  Versed７２∂




尺ill  with Poison  80
ＰＲＯＦＩＴα?■id loss 83







Profitable &ﾖ, Serviceable  98
Coop  20






Spine 105, Splint 耳r 105, Thorn 114
Reconcile  88 　・
Chronometer ｊ５， Clock 16, Time-piece｣116, Watch ｊ３






Fusible Ｊ， Liquefy 60, Loosen  61, Melt ｇ， Ravel 87,
Relent  89, Soluble 103,  Undone 121
Implacable  50, Indissoluble ２， Infusible ２ ，
Insoluble ｓ， Undefined 121
Accomplish 2 ， Effect ２夕, End Ｊ， Finishお, Fulfill  39,
Go  throu,が141, Make  good 62, Perform ７７， Succeed ｊ四，
To caり7 Through( αじじomplish) 115
Unfinished 122,  Unsuccessfulｊ２
Grind 43, Sharp  99
ＰｕＴαｓ１か，の・ａＭが the way 85
Hot-bed ４ｚ










































































































What夕 lace 129, Where 129
Whence ｊ２夕
丶/Vhencesoever j2夕
Any  where 5, Every where ・?, Any  Where  129,
Wherever,  or Wheresoever 129
Every-where  32
Wherever,  or Wheresoever ｊ３
£叱り> Where ｊ２夕







Curse 2j， Imprecate 50
Act ２， Conjuncture  18, District 26, Locality  60,
Place ３， Point so, Region 89, Scope  96, Seat  97,





Cocks-comb  16, Crest ２ｊ
Bolt  10, Close  16, Fasten Ｊ４， Shut ７叨
Domestic mam φzcture 27
Age J， Year 132
Elder Ｊ， Eldest Ｊ
Aged Ｊ
How  Old? 71
Venerable ｊ３
Elder ３
Look  oneseび鈿 仞
NEW-YEAR'S GIFT 印
Annual 5, Year 勿ｙｇαr 132, Yearly ｊ２




Elder ２夕, Old man 71
Senior  98
Bolt  10, Cast  13, Close  16, Fastenぷ t, Lock  60。
Shut ｊ卯





















































































































Business 11,  Callingｊ２， Employment  30, Livelihood  60,




Basis s ， Foundation ３s， Pedestal  76, Rudiment  94,
Support ｊｊθ
Interrupt ５４
Closet  16, Cupboard ２ｊ， Wardrobe 127
Act ２， Effort ２９
Spelter 104,  Zinc j 認
Country 20, District^, Place z9 ， Region ａ ， Tract 117
ＮＡＴｌｖＥ がα place 68
Horse-chesnut ４ｚ
While  in the u辺yj2 夕
ﾌn the  Road  93
乃x 治6八ｖＡＹ ｊ芻
Curtain ２ｊ
What  place 12.夕, Where 129,  Whether129,  Which72夕，
Who ｊ昶
Either ２夕, Whichever ７２９
Whither 130
Both ｊθ
Decanter ２２， Flask  36, Jug  56, Phial  78
Abruptly ｊ
Reserved  91 　ヽ
Dike ３
Although ４
Band ７， Faction  33, Gang  40, League ２
League  58
Attain  6, Come  at 17, Get ｄ ４ｊ， Reach 87,  Stretchｊ昭
Come  Shortof 100, Unattainable 120,  Unequal ｊ２２
Report  90
ＥＸＴＥＮＤお, Hold  out 46, Inform Ｓ， Reach 87,




Delay ２ ， Retard^, Stagnant ｊ蒔
Acquire ２
Get  40, Obtain Ｚ７， Prepare 認, Regulate  89































と ぴ< 動 物 〉
ど ぴ〈 植 物 〉
と び あ が る
と び う ぉ〈動 物 〉

















































































Cease 7J ， Check  14, Halt ４,/， Heave to 15, Stiliヨ蔗，
Stop ７蔗
Rumble  94, Sound  16り
Call 12, Chant 14,  Recite  88
Who 130
Adjacent ２， Neighbor  69
Vociferate ７２Ｚ
Lord  61
What 129,  Which ７愬
How much  ｊ∂６ it  Cometo? 17, How  much? o> ･How
many  ？ 47




What  kind 129
Husband  48
Liege ５夕












力imp  In 50, Spring  in 105
To jump  Out 73, Spring  out 105
Fly  at 37, Spring  on 105
Flake  of fire 36
Sand-bag  95
Tea-pot 113
Bounce  10, Bound  10, Fly 37,  Glide 41, Hop ４Ｚ，
Hover 47,  Jump  56, Leap  58, Skip  101, Spring ７価，
Vault ７２５
Ditch ２Ｚ， Drain ２Ｚ， Gutter  43, Sewer  99,















































と も< 接 助 〉
ど も< 接 助 〉
と も か く も
と も し び
と も だ ち
と も な う
と も に
ｰゆ く



































Dilemma 25 ， Perplex Ｚ７， Quandary  86








































£oose  Presenceげ 附加ｊ＆?
Dissemble  26





Perch ＺＺ， Roost 93
Light ５夕, Lodge  60, Perch ７７， Remain 90, Roost  93,
Sojourn 103,  Stand  106, Stay 106,  Stop  107, Tarry ７７２








Memorandum  book 64
Preserve  82
Pin  78
Alight Ｊ， Check ｊ４， Detain ２４， Discontinue ２５，
Harbor  44, Hold  46, Hold加 46, Intercept ５４，
Interrupt ｇ， Restrain 97, Slake  101, Still  107,
Stop  107, Suppress 110, Suspend Ill
Fellow Ｊ５， Follower 37,  Retinue 92
Unaccompanied 120




Companion 17,  Comrade 18, Friend Ｊ
Accompany ２， Attend 5, Go ivith 41, Take  along  112
Astern  6, Mutually  68, Together 116,  With  131
Accompany ２
Condole  18, Exequies  32, Obsequies  70, Sepulture  98
Stammer 106,  Stutter ７昭
Coop  20, Hencoop 46, Moult  67
Aqueduct ５， Gutter  43, Spout 105,  Trough ７釼




























































Apprehend ５， Arrest ６， Capture ７２， Catch 13,  £砂
ＨＯＬＤが 妬
West j2夕
Bird 9, Fowl  38
BIRD'S nest  夕
Concern  18, Meddle ｇ， Mind ６
Not  ｓＴｏＰがng to do 107
Midwife 砧
Intervention ５４， Management  62, Mediation  64,
Transaction 117,  Treatment118, Usage ｊ２４
（取扱）　tori-atszkau　Conduct  18, Execute ２ ， Handle ４４， Interpose ５,／，
Intervene ５４， Manage ｅ ， Mediate  64, Negotiate  69,





































Conduct  18, Perform 77
Scare-crow Ｓ
Gain  40, Income ５７， Revenue 92
Recapture  88, Reclaim <s8, Reconquer  88, Recover  88,
Retaken, Take  bαck 112
Ｅχchange  32, Interchange ５４， Reciprocate 88,
Recover Swap 777
71ﾌＳＥＴαbout 98, Setどibout 98
Bird-cage 夕




torikudzsz　　Dismantled, Take dow 鈴江2, Take  apαrt 112
tori-kumu　　　Grapple  42
toriko　　　　　Captive j2 ， Prisoner  83
tori-komu　　　Perplex 77
torisata　　　　　Current ｙゆort 21, Report  90
tori-sabaki ka~ Judge 跖
ta
tori-sabaku　　Adjudicate ２， Judge 56





-no yoi　　　　　Regular  89, Systematic Ill









































































































た･take Out  76, Take  out 112
Collect ｊ６
Usher ｊ２･１





































Advocate Ｊ， Intercede ５４， Mediate ６･１
Take  away  112, Takeout  of the iむαｙ 112
Negotiate  69, Transact 117
Remove SO, Undo 121
Goose-flesh ４２
Take  aw αｙ 112
Removal  90
Clear  away  j5， Remove 90, Take αｘぴαy 112,  Take out  Ｑ/'
泱ｇｇαｙ 112
Trade 117
Abase  a夕mother・l, Humble a夕 lother  4S， Repress  91
Take  without restraint 112
Distracted ２５， Perplex ２７
Encircle Ｊ ， Environ 31,  Inclose５ｊ， Surround Ill
Night-blindness ６夕




Reclaim  88厂Withdraw 131
Mole  66
Especially 31,  Remarkably 90, Specially 瓦り
Assort ６
Accept ２， Capture ｊ２， Catch ｊ３， Divest ２７， Gather  40,
Occupy Z7 ， Pick qが" 78, Pick  out 78, Pluck  80,
Plunder･ 80, Prey  84, Pull  84, Remove  90, Rid  92,
Rob  93, Seizeﾀﾌ, Steal 106,  Strip 108,  Take 112,  Take
叨り 12, Trap 118,  Win130
Ineligible ５２， Not  Worth  speaking ･が 131
Inalienable ５θ



















































































How  much?, or  How附αりt? 47, Hi θｌｔ･Many  63,
召ow  Much  67
How  much?, or  How附Ｊ ひ･? 47
Dirt 25 ， Mire  65, Mud  67, Slime  102, Soil 7 磑
Dull  28
Chaos ７４
召esmea だd with  Mud  67
Rumble  94
Brigand 11,  Robber 93, Thief ７召
Perineum 77
ＢＬｏｃＫＨＥＡＤ 夕, Blunt 夕, Dull ３ ， Obtuse ７７， Stupid ７認 ，
Torpor 117
Foolish 37,  Inert５２， Silly  101




Concern  18, Meddle ｇ






Cloudy  sky 16, Dull  day 28
Percussion-cap  (a L:hitch- w。rd) 77









































































































































索　 引　 編 375






Devoid ２４， Lack ５ｚ， No 69, Is Not, or have  Not 70, Out
が'zﾖ, Void 127,  Want127,  Without131
召etter Without it  131
Do  Not ７θ
Improbable ５θ
Destitute ２４
Annihilate ５， Counteract  20, Destroy ２４， Frustrate Ｊ
Without 131
Essential 3j ， Indispensable ５２， Necessary  68, Ca?inot do





Private  opinion 8c?
Indignity  52
Make  Light が ９
Contemn ｊ夕　　　　　　　　　，
Disdain  26, Disparage  26, Make light が62, Set αx
Naught  68, Set  at naught 98, Slight ｊ∂2
Wife j 昶
Recede  88, Strike  in丿昭
Latent ５Ｚ， Under-hand ｊ２７






Internal injiA 。ｙ ５４
Latent ５Ｚ， ＰＲｌＶＡＴＥＬＹ＆?, Secretly 夕Z
Secretly 夕Ｚ
Private  83
Internal  me丿icine 54
Twist 7j 夕
